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Welcome back to you all, from
around the globe for session 2!

Glad you re-join us today!

Our aim is to inspire
people from around

the world to facilitate
for flourishing

neighbourhoods, for
these 

neighbourhoods to
respond locally to the
challenges they face 
and the dreams they

have. 

First session

we focus on 
investigating what

flourishing
neighbourhoods can
achieve and wat can

be done to see people
decide to join

activities for a better
neighbourhood. 

Second session

we shall look at the
lessons learned since

session 1 and
introduce the

community life 
competence process

cycle. 



Recap from our
first session

• We looked at defining “a flourishing neighbourhood”.

• We looked into the reasons why flourishing
neighbourhoods are important. 

• We took a look into the metaphor of the spark plug and the
conditions for it to do its job to bring movement to the
engine and vehicle.

• We looked and listened to some inspirational shared 
stories from the Netherlands, Kenya, Belgium, Singapore to
learn about how these connected neighbours.

• We learned that good connections foster openness, 
engagement, action and results

• We asked you to do some homework and to connect for
that with people around you. 



What forms the basis of 
building a community?

• Connections, fruitful connections among humans

• Good connections foster openness, 
engagement, action and results



Learning assignment

Connections, reaching out to people, form the basis of 
building a community. For the sake of inquiring into this very
process of connecting and reaching out, we ask participants
to our webinar to do just that: Try to reach out and connect
with about 10 people in your neighbourhood whom you
have not really spoken to before or know well. 

Let us give our fellow participants a small briefing on what
went well, what did not go so well, what positive lessons you
take away from this assignment. 



Zohra took on the assignment …

• and this is what she wants to share with us… 



Let us come to some pearls of wisdom
together? 

• Short description of the steps you took.

• What went well ?

• What was hard or did not go so well?

• What is the result of your conversations?

• What pearls of wisdom surface now ?



Quick recap of some of the shared key
succesfactors for approaching and connecting
with a community during session 1:

- Sincerity

- Respectfulness

- Compassion

- Attentive behaviour

- Willing to understand their lingo

- Be willing to listen

- Learn to reframe bad situations into strengths
and positive action focus. 

- Learn to hold the space for connections, 
conversations, sharing, learning and listening. 



Our webinar theme strongly 
relates to our strength based 
and appreciative SALT & CLCP 
(Community Life Competence 
Process) approach. 

Step 1 of  our approach is 
establishing the community by 
getting to know who we really 
are.  Connecting is thereby 
crucial.

Let us look at the following steps 
of the CLCP process now. 



Vrouwencafé Amsterdam and CLCP 

• Isiz will tell us more 



Building the dream as a magnet, as a focal
point for next steps, as a life giving energy, …
• Different ways to get members of a neighbourhood to co-write their
dream:
• Build it up from individual level to group level to neighbourhood level
• Triggering the dreaming capacity of the co-authors can happen in different ways:

• Generative questions that touch a cord inside the person
• Printed or shown images that can resonate with something dear to the person
• By first listing the current problems / issues and then rephrase these into desired states. 
• By storytelling – listening tot stories of other neighbourhoods for instance
• . . . 

• Take a time frame to dream which is far away enough to make everything possible
rather then people blocking themselves in “current possibilities” thinking. 

• Make dreams as visual as possible since that can help sharing the dream, branding 
the dream, …

• Make it a postive dream “by year x we are the happiest place to live”  instead of a 
negative one such as “we do not want x,y, z anymore” .



Zeeburgconnect … organisers of activities, a 
platform for blogs and announcements, … 

Dream: By 2025 Zeeburgisland becomes
the happiest neighbourhood of 
Amsterdam



Some key
lessons I want 
to share from
my
experience, 
from my
conversations

• SALT is a crucial attitude and approach for conversations. Authentically
connecting with others will transform you. Be prepared to be
transformed!

• Have a genuine desire to help others to grow, to flourish is important!

• Bringing people together can happen in different ways: a small group
creating an initial dream to have “a key” to open conversations or 
bringing a large group together in a SALTy way and build a dream together
in a large group setting.

• Create some sort of succes indicator for your neighbourhood activities.

• Be aware of the power dynamics that play when you are an outsider from
the community.

• Persistance in trying to connect is important. Don’t give up too soon! 

• Don not use a corrective but apply a generative and appreciative
approach : What gives live to the community? What wants to come alive? 
What positive narrative can we cowrite ? …

• Bring people from a dependence/ victime status into a status of being an
agent with talents. Co-map the assets and strenghts of a community for
them to flourish with these.

• How you are present both on a cognitive level (thoughts), on an
emotional level and on a physical level is important.



The recordings and slides can be found via this
link:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lKuJOkX-
BTMo90imJBWqdlgz_cM7ad0x?usp=sharing



Thank you very much
for your attendance, 
your sharing, your co-
learning with us ! 

• Could you describe in one
word/ one sentence what
this second session of our
webinar and in extension the
whole webinar did to you/ 
for you? 

• What are your dreams and
plans right now? 


